ICONS

ICONS
ICONS is a contemporary collection of wallpapers celebrating some
of Cole and Son’s most iconic designs. Much loved favourites
including Woods, Hummingbirds, Palm Leaves and Flamingos feature
in a glamourous, 1950s Miami inspired colour palette. Bright, vivid
hues are tempered with tropical, sun-bleached shades balancing
South Beach’s bold style.
From calming neutrals and soft chalky pastels of peppermint, dust
rose and seafoam, to deep rich tones of ink spliced with lime, violet
and teal, this modern collection combines detailed pattern and vivid
colour in signature Cole and Son style.

COLOUR PALETTE
•

Inspired by 50s Miami colour palette – epicentre
of tropical-retro-global-style

•

Glamourous palette which is still vibrant and fun
with lots of 1950s kitsch

•

Base of calming yet striking neutrals and soft
chalky pastels of peppermint, dust rose and
seafoam spliced with deep rich tones of ink,
lime, violet and teal

•

Modern collection combining detailed pattern
and vivid colour in signature Cole and Son style.

PALM JUNGLE
The original Cole and Son Palm print has been reimagined in both bold and understated
new colourways whilst retaining all the lush, dense pattern and depth which made the
original so popular. Palm Jungle is now available in soft Stone and Taupe, punchy Petrol
and Lime, classic Forest Green, and the fittingly 50s-esque Seafoam.
Colourways: Seafoam, Petrol + Lime, Forest Green, Stone + Taupe

Palm Jungle 112/1001

Palm Jungle 112/1003

Palm Jungle 112/1002

Palm Jungle 112/1004

PALM LEAVES
Simple yet striking, Palm Leaves’ bold print has had a colour makeover. Plaster Pink and
Mint provides an update on retro Miami cool, with Mint and Yellow adding a soft neutral
base upon which to build a true South Beach palette. For dramatic impact, vivid Viridian
and Lime and Ink spliced with Violet are guaranteed to make for an unforgettable interior.
Colourways: Alabaster Pink + Mint, Mint + Sand, Viridian, Ink + Violet

Palm Leaves 112/2005

Palm Leaves 112/2006

Palm Leaves 112/2007

Palm Leaves 112/2008

WOODS
Taken from the iconic 1959 screen print by Michael Clark, Woods has become a firm Cole
and Son favourite, with its timeless feel and variety of palettes. The elegant silver birch design
gets a refined update in uncomplicated tones of Linen and Charcoal, Stone and White,
Parchment, Grey and White, as well as the understatedly elegant Old Olive.

Colourways: Linen + Charcoal, Stone + White, Parchment, Grey + White, Old Olive

Woods112/3009

Woods112/3011

Woods112/3010

Woods112/3012

Woods112/3013

HUMMINGBIRDS
The much loved and ever elegant, Hummingbirds, is realised in a range of 4 new colour palettes.
The contrasting feather-toned Viridian, spring-like Green and Pink, and chalky Pastel, alongside the
dark embers of Charcoal and Ginger, all provide an enchanting update to one of Cole and Son’s
most enduring designs.
Colourways: Viridian, Green + Pink, Pastel, Charcoal + Ginger

Hummingbirds 112/4014

Hummingbirds 112/4016

Hummingbirds 112/4015

Hummingbirds 112/4017

PETITE TILE
Inspired by the North African courtyards of Morocco, the geometric design Petite
Tile, a diminutive rendering of Tile, appears in soft, modern shades of Powder Blue,
Soft Grey, Duck Egg and Parchment, as well as the brooding, faceted Charcoal and
Bronze.
Colourways: Powder Blue, Soft Grey, Duck Egg, Parchment, Charcoal + Bronze

Petite Tile 112/5018

Petite Tile 112/5020

Petite Tile 112/5019

Petite Tile 112/5021

Petite Tile 112/5022

MIAMI
Paying homage to the epicentre of tropical, retro style, the exuberant Miami design
featuring layers of terraced colonnades and lush tropical vegetation is now available in two
new colourways; Soot and Snow for a bold, graphic statement and Pastel, reflecting South
Beach’s chalky coloured architecture and glamorously kitsch vibe.
Colourways: Pastel, Soot + Snow

Miami 112/6023

Miami 112/6024

PRISM
Invite a muted kaleidoscope of colour into any interior with the stunning Prism.
Updated in an elegantly understated Pastel palette, with shards of alabaster pink,
taupe, silvered sage and lilac, Prism creates a striking interior.
Colourways: Pastel

Prism 112/7025

COW PARSLEY
The now iconic Cow Parsley adds a pastoral ambiance to any space, with its silhouette stem design
and etched background. Offered in classic, calming shades of Parchment, Olive, and Ballet Slipper
and well as contemporary chalkboard Charcoal and vivid Viridian.
Colourways: Charcoal, Parchment, Ballet Slipper, Olive, Viridian

Cow Parsley112/8026

Cow Parsley112/8028

Cow Parsley112/8027

Cow Parsley112/8029

Cow Parsley112/8030

RAJAPUR FLOCK
Rajapur Flock is a beautiful large-scale paisley design with a textured flock. A simple, elegant layout
combine with pale flocking to convey a delicate grandeur. Available in two arresting colour palettes;
warmed Yellow and White and stately Hyacinth and White.
Colourways: Yellow + White, Hyacinth + White

Rajapur Flock112/9031

Rajapur Flock112/9032

FEATHER FAN
The soft Asian-inspired, geometric print of Feather Fan invites the eye wherever it is placed. The
subtle lustre of the Charcoal and Bronze colourway gives added depth to this delicate pointillistlike design, whilst Taupe, Ballet Slipper, Seafoam, and Old Olive provide a charmingly
sophisticated art deco palette.
Colourways: Charcoal + Bronze, Taupe, Ballet Slipper, Seafoam, Old Olive

Feather Fan 112/10033

Feather Fan 112/10035

Feather Fan 112/10034

Feather Fan 112/10036

Feather Fan 112/10037

FLAMINGOS
Flamingos remains one of Cole and Son’s most popular designs, with its charming repeat of
nonchalant birds and subtle background foliage. Presented in four complementary colour
palettes of Olive, Ballet Slipper, Lilac Grey, and sumptuous Ink and Alabaster Pink.
Colourways: Olive, Ballet Slipper, Lilac Grey, Ink + Alabaster Pink

Flamingos 112/11038

Flamingos 112/11040

Flamingos 112/11039

Flamingos 112/11041

SOCIAL
FOLLOW US
For news and events: @cole_and_son
For inspiring images and news: Cole & Son Wallpaper
A resource of inspiring images, a great way of showing customers alter native ways of
using Cole and Son wallpapers: Cole & Son Wallpapers Ltd
For your daily wallpaper fix, visit @cole_and_son_wallpapers
Inspire your customers with images of Cole and Son wallpapers in situ on Pinterest and
Instagram.
Deel uw Instagram posts met ons en wij plaatsen ze op @bartbrugman

